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right image → Image of a cobol punchcard
designed in 1959 by codasyl and was partly
based on previous programming language
design by Grace Hopper, commonly referred
to as "the (grand)mother of cob ol ".
outside cover image ↖ Milk, foraged
flowers, lipgloss and a custom pigment
mixed to match a material designed in
digital modeling software.
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The Analytical Engine has no pretensions whatever
to originate anything. It can do whatever we know how
to order it to perform...it weaves algebraical patterns
just as the Jacquard loom weaves flowers and leaves.
Ada Lovelace, the first computer programer.

abstract

History of the Punch Card
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The contents of this volume are a weaving.1
The text lays parallel to a graphic design
practice that emerges from research into
computation, digital publishing and speculative
design. I ask how we can change the structures
of world building to become collaborative
and ethical practices — resisting hierarchy
and reclaiming agency in the spaces we occupy.
By making soft modifications imbued with
feminist praxis across a variety of automatic
processes, softwares, feeds, and streams,
this thesis explores ways to open up critical
avenues of making in order to speculate
on fluid futures that we can co-author.

1. The computer emerges out of the history of weaving,
the process so often said to be the quintessence
of women's work. The loom is the vanguard site of
software development. Indeed, it is from the loom,
or rather the process of weaving, that this paper takes
another cue. Perhaps it is an instance of this process
as well, for tales and texts are woven as surely as
threads and fabrics. Sadie Plant, The Future Loom:
Weaving Women and Cybernetics.

2.

...not single and solitary births; they are the outcome
of many years of thinking in common, of thinking by the
body of the people, so that the experience of the mass
is behind the single voice. Virginia Woolf, A Room of
One's Own.

3.

The computer—that most nonvisual and nontransparent
device—has paradoxically fostered “visual culture” and
“transparency.” Software—or, to be precise, the curious
separation of software from hardware—drives this
compensatory gesture. Software perpetuates certain
notions of seeing as knowing, of reading and readability
that were supposed to have faded with the waning
of indexicality. It does so by mimicking both ideology
and ideology critique, by conflating executable with
execution, program with process, order with action.
Software, through programming languages that stem
from a gendered system of command and control,
disciplines its programmers and users, creating an
invisible system of visibility. The knowledge software
offers is as obfuscatory as it is revealing. Wendy Chun,
Programmed Visions.

4.

Women were among the first programmers in the
early-20th century, and contributed substantially to
the industry. "Tedious" computing and calculating was
seen as "women's work" through the 1940s resulting in
the term "kilogirl", invented by a member of the Applied
Mathematics Panel in the early 1940s. A kilogirl of
energy was "equivalent to roughly a thousand hours of
computing labor." Cosmopolitan ran an article in the
April 1967 issue about women in programming called
"The Computer Girls." Wikipedia / Women in Computing

↖ Advertisment for Women's Studies, Courses and
Programs for Higher Education by Lora Robinson.
The New Woman's Survival Catalog in 1973, page 135.
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Research can form a room of one’s own 2, the inputs
we choose define our relationships to the world.
We are palimpsests — our understanding constantly
being rewoven through more information, more
data. The essays hereafter parallel the methodologies
of my practice, I have woven my writing with
the writing of others that have informed my
work and research.
After a shocking presidential election in the
United States, we have since been coming to terms
with how malleable the truth can be and how
isolated we had become in our digital communities,
algorithms define what truth we are served. Now as
our consciousness moves fluidly from digital and
physical spaces, it is essential to vigilantly examine
the source codes of the world around us.
Software is the infrastructure of the digital
and software modifications are the new tools of
world building. Interfaces have obfuscated the
technical workings of the machine 3 allowing code
to be delivered as a fully formed ideology of the
authors. When that authorship is homogeneous
and isolated these singular visions for our platforms
and commons can be structured in ways that don’t
serve our own needs in our physical realities.
Though womxn and non-binary folx have been
not historically present in spheres of physical world
building, their contributions have been essential to
the development of digital worlds. In the tradition of
the "computer girls," I write, program, and perform
to imbue our networks with a feminist praxis.
We can speculate and simulate a new landscape
in which we can see ourselves online and amplify
our agency in physical spaces. We are in need of new
platforms that we author ourselves. We should fork
tools, hack or modify them, and publish it openly so
others can do the same. Let’s co-author and weave
together a softer space for fluid ideologies and allow
for a more complex understanding of perspective.
Using myself as a proxy, through performance and
platform experiments within autonomous realities
and speculation, I hope to give permission for others
to co-author new futures of agency and care.
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I was born in the year 1989, the same year
that Sir Tim Berners-Lee invented the World
Wide Web. The internet is my twin sister,
we are intertwined from birth. She was born
as a romantic vision — the belief that online
communication is in itself emancipatory,
and that the Internet favors the oppressed
rather than the oppressor. Wikipedia/
Cyber-Utopianism
Now 30 years later we are left wondering
if this was a conceit of a naive few. In Silicon
Valley constant breaches to our personal
freedoms and self determination keep
flooding the news. Emerging technology
companies — once an image of public good
and advancement — have fallen victim to
those who have come before, too hungry
for capital and power, a system in which
we are all complicit.

metaphors
of space &
vision
Vintage g u i images found in Guidebook,
a website dedicated to preserving and showcasing
Graphical User Interfaces curated by Marcin Wichary.

t h i s e s s ay

guidebookgallery.org →
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Early in my graduate research, I began compiling references
n e x t pa g e → Utopian Gaze, long form book
of portraiture by Annaka Olsen, 2018.
regarding Buckminster Fuller and his connections to the current
https://www.blurb.com/
b/9076266-utopian-gazesoftcover
state of silicon valley urbanism. Though futurism’s Fuller-esque
legacy lives in the realm of political and philosophical disciplines,
imposing singular visions on humanity suits the technocrat.
While sifting through research, I noticed a trend in the
portraiture of technocratic leaders. They all seem to gaze out to
the top-left of the image frame, away from the camera. They refuse
to make eye contact. Referring to politicians, Susan Sontag called
this the gaze that soars ↗. I call this the Utopian Gaze.
The hegemony of the portraits was striking. Though prolific
in their proclamations of democratic products to connect our
society, statistically they represent a very small demographic.
This observation prompted me to expand my research further
into those who work in the area of “futurism”.
Futurism is something all
humans can practice, we make plans
to better our position, dream of
a better way of existing and move
a b ov e ↑
Icon for System 4 MacOS, 1987.
in directions that may achieve
them. Futurism is not elite in this
way, we are all futurists. But for
whom should we be projecting
our visions with?
In the first place, they are the being toward
Most of those who propose
whom I do not turn my attention. They are
singular visions they intend
to impose have at some point
the one who looks at me and at whom I am
directed their view ¾ to the left
not yet looking, the one who delivers me to
and stared out into the ether of
their speculative world. This pose
myself as unrevealed but without revealing
perhaps betrays a consciousness
themselves, the one who is present to me
that their selves are the objects
of our direct gaze.
as directing at me but never as the object

of my direction; they are the concrete
pole (though out of reach) of my flight, of
the alienation of my possibles, and of the
flow of the world toward another world
which is the same world and yet lacks all
communication with it. Jean-Paul Sartre,
Being and Nothingness.
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Frontier is a common word for the futurist, politician,
and utopian. Is the Utopian Gaze a refusal to
acknowledge the ground upon which the other
may be displaced?
Silicon Valley, though not physically located
in San Francisco, has proven to empty out of San
Francisco of it’s culture and residents. Rising cost
of living and extreme gentrification has erased
space for idealism, dissent, memory and vulnerable
populations.Part of the cause is the 70,000 or so jobs
created in the Bay Area annually, nearly half a million
since 1995. Evictions have skyrocketed to make way for
the new workers and profiteers of the new industries;
at last estimate there were seven official evictions a day
in San Francisco, and 70 percent of those evicted leave
the city. Rebecca Solnit, Hollow City.
The technology coming from silicon valley
is imbued with an attitude of progress and capital
over care, empathy, culture and community.
A matrix of oppression, algorithmic bias, late
capitalism, etcetera — are all embedded within
our networks and softwares.
Known in the 1980s as Atari Democrats,
they were soon reinvented as the New Democrats.
“Thanks to the near-miraculous capabilities of
microelectronics, we are vanquishing scarcity,”
a New Democrat manifesto announced in 1995,
damning “those who cannot and will not participate
in the knowledge economy” as “losers.” The New
Democrats’ technological utopianism blinded them
to the consequences of abandoning public-interestminded Progressive-era regulation, at a time when
a co-founder of Wired, Louis Rossetto, a libertarian
and former anarchist, was celebrating the arrival of a
freewheeling New Media. In the magazine’s inaugural
issue in 1993, Mr. Rossetto predicted that the internet
would bring about “social changes so profound their
only parallel is probably the discovery of fire.” The
internet would create a new world order, except it
wouldn’t be an order; it would be an open market, free
of all government interference, a frontier, a Wild West
— lawless and unaccountable. Lepore, Jill. Opinion;
The Hacking of America. The New York Times,
September 14, 2018.

Metaphors of space have been present in our
computers since the beginning. Positioning
themselves outside of the realm of physical,
digital technologies were declared the new
frontiers of global networking. At the same time,
engineers enclosed the machine and hid the
mechanics. The interface turned us all into
spectators of devices through language that
tricks us into thinking that these devices are
our own creation.
The fact that users are not simply the
audience, but also the actors, makes causality
in computer interfaces more complicated.
Thus, the designer must not simply create
“good” characters that do what they intend ...
but also create intrinsic constraints so
that users can become good characters
too and follow the “laws” of the designer.
The designer is both scriptwriter and set
designer. Wendy Chun, Programmed Visions.

↑
General settings icon for GEOS
Commodore, 1986.
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Data collection has been easily weaponized against
us in the service of capital creation and suppression
of civil rights. We’re being told that more data will
create a more complete picture of our humanness as
we hook up to smart watches and allow applications
to track our location. This just simply isn’t true —
it’s not more complete, it is just now something else
entirely. What’s more, when this data is deployed,
synthesized, and delivered through algorithms we
don’t ourselves author — our new understanding of
our reality has now been complicated by another's
single authorship, one who’s allegiances are
probably not our own.
We agree that it is better to design with
the communities you serve but when will this
methodology take it’s hold in our digital spaces
and algorithms. What we have instead in Silicon
Valley is a homogenous set of technocrats interested
in capital creation over engaging with ethics of
creating a public commons and speculating new
digital worlds.
In physical space our communities occupy
the space around us. Virtual space isn’t tied to
our physicality, we are confronted with language,
humans, bots that all share different narratives. Our
understanding of authorship tends to fall apart here,
circulation of information rules above all. Detached
from its source, information spreads and weaves
itself into new contexts. This new woven landscape
of information is seen from so many differing points
of view at once. Multiplicity and the poor image is
no longer about the real thing — the originary original.
Instead, it is about its own real conditions of existence:
about swarm circulation, digital dispersion, fractured
and flexible temporalities. Hito Steryl, In Defense of
the Poor Image.
The history of programming and computation
were given a single overarching narrative, oversaving
any contributions early in the field from others.
Projected as a frontier whose horizons are the whole
earth, networked spaces expansion into the physical
has followed the same trajectory as we see in the
colonization of our physical world.

But what does it look like to design from a place
that rejects single narrative as the foundation of
a practice? A design practice that weaves authorship,
co-writing perspective to reflect our new landscape
of social and informational complexity. A design
practice located dually in our collapsed physical
and digital space.
Within the interdependence of mutual
(nondominant) differences lies that security which
enables us to descend into the chaos of knowledge
and return with true visions of our future, along with
the concomitant power to effect those changes which
can bring that future into being. Difference is that raw
and powerful connection from which our personal
power is forged. Lorde, Audre. The Master’s Tools Will
Never Dismantle the Master’s House.
I more comfortably see myself in a softer
side of computation history that is currently being
brought back into view after decades of reckless
expansion of platform capitalism. Researchers, like
Claire L. Evans and Mindy Seu,pg 80 have been working
to expand the narratives that Stuart Brand and
The Whole Earth Catalog projected as the field
of computing.
Stuart Brand was inspired by the Bay Area’s
constellation of forward-thinking research labs, the
hacker groups gathering to play games after hours
in university basements, and the scene developing at
Resource One, and he wrote about computer science
as the realm of mystics, sages, weirdos, or as he put it,
“magnificent men with their flying machines, scouting
a leading edge of technology.” With language like this,
a new archetypal image of the computer user was
introduced to the world. Not the studious woman
programmer, like Grace (Hopper), or for that matter
the software engineer in suit and tie, but the wildeyed,wild-haired hacker, who was always a man.
Claire L. Evans, Broad Band.

↑
Bitmap Design by Susan Kare.
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In the past, the graphic design field contorted my
design identity into an aesthetic container that
precluded my perspective. History is at a crossroads
with what to do about its canon. How many points
of view have been unwritten and unarchived in our
history and what has that done to the psyches of
those who don’t fit? The strategies we have are the
same and usually involve suppressing our selves.
Woman must write her self […] Woman must put
herself into the text — as into the world and into history
—by her own movement. The future must no longer
be determined by the past. Hélène Cixous, The Laugh
of the Medusa.
Writing, design, and software engineering are
world building technologies. Hacking and modding
the source codes handed to us from top-down could
be a way to redesign the software and narratives
we implement. We can fork the codes and merge
ourselves back into the network and narrative, or
just keep on our own track, developing collaborative
and non-hierarchical ways of writing parallel stories,
designing our own worlds to inhabit in digital and
physical space.
When you scan our visual world now, the
dominant narrative modernism seems to still be
pervasive. There must be another way forward that
doesn’t embrace the narrative of one demographic
and vision of structure. Can we hack it? Let’s open
the code to light and allow new narratives to form
from it’s malleability. Let’s co-author richer worlds,
more colorful worlds — worlds unfamiliar and filled
with agency and new meaning.

↗ Stills from the Museum of Skeuomorphic Design
created in Fall 2017 to showcase the history of skeuomorphs and
some of my personal favorites.
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Utopian Gaze
This long form book catalogs portraitures of Utopians—
from Mark Zuckerberg to Thomas More. It is formated to be a
monotonous chronological archive, each subject's eyes hitting
at the exact same hangline. The book concludes by following
this gaze, tracing an index of excerpts from each “visionary.”
I chose not to exclude the Utopians whose visions fail darkly.
Through scripting, I automated the design of the book to present
each portrait in a non-hierarchical way. The book gives the same
real estate and visual treatment to each figure. The intent was to
create a horizontal landscape for the audience to draw their own
conclusions about man’s quest for an ideal society throughout time.
Earlier this year, I began reading Angelika Bammer’s, Partial
Visions Feminism and Utopianism in the 1970s. Bammer argues for
the expansion of the narrative of utopian planning. When I sourced
the internet utopians I didn’t turn up many women. If we redefine
“utopian literature” to resistance literature the field expands dramatically to include those who write from a place of oppression, wishing
to subvert the dominant narratives and status quo of their time.
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Become a Visionary...
Become a Visionary of Late Capitalism Website; Spring, 2018
Using the image bank collected for the book Utopian Gaze,
I created an online experience that allows you to swap eyes with
notable technocratic leaders of today. The website uses the builtin web camera of displays to detect the audiences own eyes and
replace them with the CEO of their choosing.
Putting new eyes on like a theatrical mask, you are allowed
to ponder what it would be like to have the gaze of a universally
acknowledged visionary. Your new eyes can only look one way,
towards the future...↗

iwanttotrythatvision.url

iwanttotrythatvision.url

Advertisment for Women's Studies, Courses and Programs
for Higher Education by Lora Robinson.
The New Woman's Survival Catalog in 1973, page 135.
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Utopia

Simulation

A place or state of things in which
everything is perfect. The word was
first used in the book Utopia (1516)
by Sir Thomas More.
When I was just beginning my
book and research, Utopian Gaze
the definition I found for Utopia
did not contain the word “imagined”
as dystopia did. It felt like this was
telling of our society. It is easier for
us to think that Utopia is achievable
and a dystopia imagined. We still
have something to work towards
this way. Utopia’s literal translation
is “no-place”.

The simulation has its own ontology
and governing structures, one reduced
from the world it represents. This
applied localization allows us to set
our own constraints and simulate
smaller parts of a greater whole.
In computer simulation we can do
this outside of the constraints of
the human body and current world
governance, allowing for speculative
experimentation. We can do away
with the irrelevant or unwanted
complexity of our world today
in order to test new modes of living
and making. Is the vernacular of
simulation a more appropriate form
for representation as it exists outside
of the constraints of physical reality?

Dystopia
An imagined place or state in
which everything is unpleasant
or bad, typically a totalitarian or
environmentally degraded one.
Is it just me or are we currently
living in a dystopia? I’ve never made
political work up until now. It feels the
most urgent but also the most painful
thing to work on. What can I make that
can be useful to myself and others?

Eutopia

→

↗

A place of ideal well-being, as a
practical aspiration (compared with
utopia as an impossible concept).
Eutopia’s literal translation is
“good-place.” This is the Utopia we
can dream of. One that is achievable.
It’s not perfect but we’ve made
things the best for the most people
possible—always striving for the best
for the greater good, not just ourselves.
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Simulacrum

The simulacrum is often defined as
a copy with no original, or as Gilles
Deleuze (1990) describes it, “the
simulacrum is an image without
resemblance”. Baudrillard argues
that a simulacrum is not a copy of
the real, but becomes truth in its own
right, aka the hyperreal. He created
four steps of reproduction: (1) basic
reflection of reality, (2) perversion
of reality; (3) pretense of reality
(where there is no model); and
(4) simulacrum, which “bears no
relation to any reality whatsoever”.

Symbols and Reduction
Is it possible to create a symbol that
isn’t inherently reductive? Should a
symbol be more like an amorphous
blob moving across our society,
containing the ability to redesign
itself when our society redefines it’s
meaning? Design should be messy and
complex, it should look more like us.

Speculative

Absurdism

Open Source

Digital Wandering

I’ve been finding that quite a few
things I’ve been making lately fall
into the category of “speculative.”
I wonder how close this is to creating
a work of fiction as a novelist would.
It’s a bet on the future, sometimes
absurd and based in fantasy but now
with our emerging technologies,
I feel I’m allowed to work in the realm
of the unreal as our reality shifts into
a combined virtual reality and AI
world. Our reality is losing it’s ties
to the grounded and provable.

We live in a world where deeply tragic
events happen without any warning
and the suffering of humanity is
streamed globally. We embrace
the fact that our lives can be both
terrifying and ridiculous—the more
terrifying, the more ridiculous. In
the United States, our partisanship
has weaken our ability to govern or
protect the bodies of our citizens
at home and abroad. After the
comprehensive devastation of
the World Wars, Absurdists faced a
world in which nothing seemed to
make sense. They grappled with the
realization that our understanding
of the universe is limited and flawed.
The resulting artworks reflect on the
deeply tragic.They mock of the idea
of authority, not only as a type
of resistance but, as way to cope.

Software for which the original source
code is made freely available and may
be redistributed and modified.
My work is also centered around
questions of intellectual property
and authorship. I follow the work of
Kenneth Goldsmith closely, founder of
UbuWeb, an internet database of open
source sound and video art. His work
challenges our current understanding
of authorship and intellectual
property. However he fell from grace
when he misused the language in ways
he shouldn't have, in ways that created
trauma and revealed his privlage.
Dispersion by Seth Price speaks to
different modes of publishing, one of
which is an open-source model while
another being the commodity object.
I’m looking for ways in my work to
follow similar lines of publishing, one
that allows access instead of limiting it
and always takes care and is mindful.

I've been using this term to describe
the way I research across the web
now. I am going to attribute the term
it to Travess Smalley, an artist and
educator who is the only other person
I've heard talk about it after being
influence by the work of Jon Rafman.
I spend a lot of time wandering
around virtual reality and the internet
looking for form and research that
influences my work. I'm never in
search of anything in particular but
like to carve out time to wander.
This practice differs from a web
surf becuase most of the time I am
traveling through game spaces and
virtual worlds, which are grounded
in metaphors of physicality.
My avatar is simulating a walk
around a simulated space.

Futurism
Coming into work one day I found
on my desk a sticker that read,
“the future ain’t what it used to be.”
I’m both skeptical and fascinated with
those that dream up futures. It’s based
on the bet that all of this will stay
the same while we think up a better
solution. Nothing is ever still or simple
enough to make a plan that won’t be
effected by other parts of a complex
system. We are trapped in the present
and fighting it at every turn.
That being said, all I do is read
about emerging technologies — the
people innovating in the face of
uncertainty, dreaming of things that
will radically shift the trajectory of
our world.

Technocracy
The government or control of society
or industry by an elite of technical
experts. Your data is being held
hostage and political parties are
benefiting. We are all complicit.

Jean Genet
Jean Genet’s theatre is, profoundly, a
theatre of social protest. It explores
the human condition, the alienation of
man, his solitude, his futile search for
meaning and reality. In the irreverence
of today, how can we find ways to
persevere, to stay informed, to place
criticality over ideology and most
importantly to continue to resist?
Convicts’ garb is striped pink and
white. Though it was at my heart’s
bidding that I chose the universe
wherein I delight, I at least have the
power of finding therein the many
meanings I wish to find: there is a close
relationship between flowers and
convicts. The fragility and delicacy of
the former are of the same nature as
the brutal insensitivity of the latter.
Should I have to portray a convict—or
a criminal—I shall so bedeck him with
flowers that, as he disappears beneath
them, he will himself become a flower,
a gigantic and new one. Jean Genet,
The Thief's Journal

Game Space
The simulated worlds we enter when
we play games. I also this of this as
a space where different types of
networks can be simulated by the
construction of new virtual worlds
with new rules of governance.

Serendipity
Coined by Horace Walpole in 1754.
There was a legend about three
princes of Serendipity (old name for
Ceylon) who used to travel throughout
the world and whatever was their
aim or whatever they looked for,
they always found something very
much better. Walpole used the term
serendipity to describe the faculty of
making happy chance discoveries.

peer-2-peer
Computer networks in which our
computers are the server for the
others to access and share without
the need for a central server.

Cryptocurrency
This digital currency uses peer-2-peer
technology and encryption to make a
ledger of it's movements in plain sight.
It's seeded across all of our devices to
allow for an check and balance system
that operates independently from a
central bank. If you are totally in the
dark here I would recommend looking
up youtube videos of how this works.

Feminist Speculative
Fabulation
Donna Harraway taught me that
It matters what matters we use to think
other matters with; it matters what
stories we tell to tell other stories with;
it matters what knots knot knots, what
thoughts think thoughts, what ties
tie ties. It matters what stories make
worlds, what worlds make stories.
Fabulation is not seperate from
fact but is infused into them. I try
to tell stories and create worlds,
that can envelop one in fantasy and
narrative but are gounded in our world.

Ophelia complex is the term used by
Gaston Bachelard to refer to the links
between femininity, liquids, and drowning
which he saw as symbolised in the fate of
Shakespeare’s Ophelia. Bachelard traced
in Romanticism a nexus of ideas linking
the dissolution of the selfwith immersion
in the feminine element of water, as
symbolised by Ophelia's drowning.
The cover of this book was inspired
by this term. Flowers drown in lipgloss,
milk, pigment texturizing the surface
of the glass scanner bed.

Oceanic Feeling

Shine Theory is a practice of mutual
investment with the simple premise
that "I don't shine if you don't shine."
It's a term I coined with Aminatou Sow
and Ann Friedman to describe
a commitment to collaborating with
rather than competing against other
people—especially other women.
It’s a practice of cultivating a spirit
of genuine happiness and excitement
when your friends are doing well, and
being there for them when they aren’t.

Hyperreality
Inability of consciousness to
distinguish reality from a simulation
of reality, especially in technologically
advanced postmodern societies.
Hyperreality is seen as a condition in
which what is real and what is fiction
are seamlessly blended together
so that there is no clear distinction
between where one ends and the
other begins. It allows the co-mingling
of physical reality with virtual reality
(VR) and human intelligence with
artificial intelligence (AI). Individuals
may find themselves, for different
reasons, more in tune or involved
with the hyperreal world and less
with the physical real world.

This refers to the sensation of being
one with the universe. I believe that
ideology can manifest this feeling.

non-hierarchical

Autonomy & Care

Ophelia Complex

Shine Theory

the cyberfeminist index

by mindy seu

Mindy Seu and I spoke the day after her lecture at
Rhode Island School of Design. Recently she released
an index that robustly archives those who work within
the sphere of cyberfeminism. I've been following her
research since her involvement in the Decentralized
Web Summit last year in San Francisco, a forum for
speculatively thinking about ways to redesign the
web we have today. We spoke about her index, the
field of cyberfeminism, and peer-2-peer protocols.
Both of our thesis books were inspired by the radical
publishing of The New Woman's Survival Catalog
in 1973, a fork of Brand's The Whole Earth Catalog.

interview

↑ Mindy Seu,
Cyberfeminist Index
(~1990s –present). ↗

a b ov e

I wanted to talk to you a little bit about your index
and cyberfeminism as a whole. The index is amazing.

Mindy Seu I’m so glad people are using it and
that it’s been helpful.
How long have you been working this?
Is it your master’s thesis?

Mindy Seu is a designer and researcher. She is an M.Des
candidate at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design and holds
a B.A. in Design Media Arts from University of California,
Los Angeles. As a fellow at the Harvard Law School’s Berkman
Klein Center for the Internet & Society, she began an archive
of global cyberfeminism spanning three decades. She has also
been a fellow at the Internet Archive, co-organizing the Arts
Track of the inaugural Decentralized Web Summit. Formerly
she was a designer on 2×4’s Interactive Media team and the
Museum of Modern Art’s in-house design studio. She has
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MS I started working on the spreadsheet in early
January, so I don’t know how it got so big so fast.
I think I’m just really, really, really good at making
lists and I got obsessed with making this index
comprehensive. I haven’t started designing it, so that’s
another stressor. But yes, it is going to be part of my
larger master’s thesis and then proposals for research
moving forward for fellowships or teaching positions.
I’m hoping it doesn’t end with our defense in May.

Find her full list of works
at www.mindyseu.com ↗

It’s something I’ve wanted to see the world for so long
because it’s so hard to keep everything in the same
place. The compiling of it is so impressive and so
necessary. It feels like you are pulling all of this work
back into the cannon now. It services this large gap of
time where we weren’t talking about cyberfeminism.

MS A motivation for creating this index in first place
was that I didn’t hear about any of it, even though I’ve had
several Internet history courses. Even at Berkman, which
is an Internet society in the law school, we talk so much
about infrastructure and data ethics, etc — but not about
the specific movements. I wanted to make sure that it’s
existed somewhere. This seems so relevant, especially in
today’s context — shouldn’t women and other people today
be able to refer to this movement and either contradict,
criticize, or evolve it somehow? That’s really why I wanted
to build in the first place, because I couldn’t find it
anywhere. I think you and I were both searching for
the same thing and it didn’t really exist.

right page → The New Woman’s Survival
Catalog by Kirsten Grimstad and Susan
Rennie published in 1973. The form takes
after Stuart Brand’s, Whole Earth Catalog.
The aim to connect a feminist network in
the United States and provide resources
and information.

Yes, I feel like growing up, if had this resource, along
with the understanding of stem and feminist studies,
I could have gone different ways with what I was
learning or the tools I was using. It always felt like
technology wasn’t quite for me.

MS I feel the same way; again, because they only
focus on the very practical or technical aspects.
These women were technical also, but much more
radical and political.
I’ve been thinking about the eniac machine — the first
digital computer, about how the hardware was the
primary concern of the men who are working on it
and then the women, their primary concern was the
programming. It feels like that was lost somewhere
and now it’s coming back.

MS Yeah, absolutely. And there’s a lot of scholarship
that discusses how women were the most active in online
communities because people were trying to find a way
to connect and you can argue that this is a gendered a
hypothesis, but I actually of all the online communities I’ve
seen, it’s pretty true. I’ve also been interested in finding are
physical locations, like hacker spaces, that are women led
or led by marginalized communities. They’re still focusing
on technology and online culture building, but it just
happens in a physical space.
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I was wondering about your relationship to
skeuomorphs? I kind of delight in them. I think
they are slightly problematic but I still haven’t kind
of worked out why I feel that way. Last night you
showed a patent of page turning, which has been
so funny to me since seeing an iPad for the first time
and watching it turn the “pages”. How ridiculous
and delightful though.

MS I think it’s also based on timing, right? When
personal computing was becoming more and more
ubiquitous, the default was to use skeuomorphic
language, which I think is a problem. What to adopt into
a digital space wasn’t even questioned. But then we had
several decades of people playing with design, systems,
and crazier templates — trying to create a new digital
vocabulary or design language. Now I think it’s funny
to go back to the skeuomorph just because now they’re
retro and kind of tongue in cheek. But in the beginning
I think they were just a poor design decision.
I think it was the Xerox screen, the first time we
started putting the desktop icons into the interface.
It feels like they’ve been kind of happening forever.
My favorite skeuomorph is astroturf.

MS I have a hard time with this too. It really boils
down to language choice rather than the concept.
The concept, and I’m also extremely attracted to.
But in a disregarding of the language, it points to a
larger question; who has the ability to use theory
versus practice? We’re all pointing to theory because
we’re able to have like these wild dreams about posthuman landscape and the abolition of gender. But if
you’re actually a trans person — we’re stating how
amazing this is and yet their practical experience with
us has been so difficult. I understand why one would
feel frustrated or isolated from this conversation about
post-humanism or a gender abolition. I think that’s the
distinction between theory and practice. Absolutely.
And academics have a larger critique of being so
removed from practice — a kind of an elitist stance.
Is there a alternative space where we can look?

MS I like Biohacktivism more. It’s a blending of theory
and practice and are a lot of the examples that Helen
Hester gives. She talks about Del-Em, a 1970s device for
period extraction. It was a d i y tool that women in the
70s could use extract menstruation. The device looks
quite modern.

MS astroturf?
Yeah.

MS Japan has a big culture of this too. I’m not saying
that I’m not dismissive of them, I just think they’re
an art form unto itself. There’s something about the
artificiality. I can’t imagine that people actually love
them because they like artificial things, it’s much more
layered than that. There’s self awareness about it that
I think people are attracted to but not because they
actually like plastic and fake objects and things like that.
Last night you were also talking about Xenofeminism
and Helen Hester. I came late to reading this text and
so I haven’t heard critique. And so I was wondering
if you could share with me your feelings about it?
Xenofeminism feels so timely and the right angle
to come out of Posthumanism.
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It seems there are a lot of people working in that
area too — especially around gender and hormones
in service of social change.

MS Yeah. Laboria Cuboniks talks about a lot of theory
but what are the practical applications of what you’re
preaching? Del-Em was an example she gave. When
you start looking into examples of objects like these
— then you stumble upon what you just described;
Open source estrogen, diy laboratory science, the
collective Gyn-punk. A practitioner Mary Magic —
their site is called Open Source Estrogen. Women
on Web, Women on Waves. They’re all connected
to Xenofeminism, we just need a different word.
Because of the language they’ve chosen, they’ve
positioned themselves at the center of contemporary
cyberfeminism. Cyberfeminists from other regions
aren’t trying to associate with this original
pre-millennial movement. The Post-cyberfeminist
International at the ica in 2017 this was a conference
organized by Helen Hester talk about what Postcyberfeminism even looks like today. And they brought
in a lot of people working through decolonialism in
media art. I think it will give you an introduction to
people working in this current conversation. Since
The Post-cyberfeminist International, or even premillennial cyberfeminism — these women are primarily
radical artists. They’re not Internet ethicists or digital
rights practitioners.

MS There are some new decentralized messaging
and group editing apps, but they are so new and
all open source, it ends up being so buggy. I would
feel uncomfortable using them for fear of having it
disappear and then losing all of my content.
That’s how I’ve been about dat. I’ve struggled to
explain dat to people, but also to even have the
site really running and seeded by other people.
Half the time it’s not working. I get frustrated.

MS There is something that is ephermal in dat which
is think is nice — it forces a change in behavior because
used to things being slightly more permanent online,
which is why we’re frustrated by dat .
If we were focusing on something that was
meant to be ephemeral, then it could work rather
well. Getting more people to use new technology
is difficult. I like dat as a proof of concept, but I don’t
think it will become mainstream.

Who is primarily using it?

MS A lot of engineers. For example, a lot of people
at the D-Web Summit were into ipfs. dat is a tiny
percentage of people. If we’re trying to make
this mainstream, it should not be only appealing
to technical people, because that would be the
exact opposite.

ability

I wish so too. That’s the thing.
Google has such a hold on us.

MS I think there’s one right now that’s huge —
ipfs, InterPlanetary File System. It’s a protocol also,
the tricky part is there is no browser. dat took off
with our base because of Beaker, making it really easy
to view these pages. ipfs doesn’t have a browser yet,
but they’re VC [venture capital] backed. They have
a much bigger footprint and more people using it.
But it’s harder to publish and access, making it less
useful for the creative community. I don’t know
anyone in my circle using ipfs. They made a mirror
of the way back machine. ipfs is huge. It’s a matter
of making it accessible.
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MS Oh, thank you. Yeah, it’s been a good resource
for myself, also. It’s so hard to keep track of everything.
I have a soft spot for spreadsheets. One of the audience
members last night brought up the Google Sheet...
I struggle with this. I don’t know what else to use,
I wish there was a better tool.

Do you think something that’s more decentralized
is still yet to come?
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Rewriting Computation
Lately I’ve been labeling myself a Computer, sometimes also a Word
Processor or a Code Breaker. I am a computer in the tradition of the
real womxn human computers that paved the way for programming
and software as we know it today. We need to write these womxn
back into the history of computation and reclaim software as
feminist technologies. It is within softwares malleability that I
choose to subvert the dominant narratives we’ve been told about
the intelligent machine, our digital platforms, and coding languages
shaping our world today.

↑ The advertisment for the first digitial
Word Processor invented by Evelyn Berezin.
In 1969 she founded her own computer design
firm, the Redactron Corporation to release
her products.

a b ov e
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womxn and non-binary

humans are successful
in the fields of

↖ Goddess Grace Hopper
surrounded by a gaggle of navy boys.
b e l o w ↙ Magret Hamilton at MIT with
the code that she authored that brought
us to the moon.

a b ov e

com pu tation.

Still being oppressed

into the 1990s and
treated as clerical
		workers, the field
begins to become
a

safe haven

for the

marginalized
of society.
The field of

computxrs
has slowly
become

the most

diverse of

perspectives
and the most
fluid of gender
identity and
expression

↑ Evelyn Berezin, an american computer designer
and inventor of the first computer-driven word processor.
a b o v e & o v e r ↗ Magret Hamilton in a spaceship!
a b ov e

outside of oppression
— within an
autonomous
zone
of freedom.

l e f t ← Melba Roy Mouton served as
Assistant Chief of Research Programs at
NASA's Trajectory and Geodynamics Division
in the 1960s and headed a group of NASA
mathematicians called "computers".

computation
The field of
also expands in scope
and discipline, resisting
traditional hierarchical
structures but instead
structuring itself
from non-human

collaborative
					models.

↑ The Harvard Computers who made important early
star discoveries and invented taxonomies at the Harvard College
Astronomical Observatory. Notable members; Mary Anna Palmer
Draper, Williamina Fleming, Antonia Maury, Anna Winlock,
Annie Cannon, Henrietta Leavitt, Florence Cushman.

a b ov e

From 1950-1990
while the
community
of computers
		 drove
		
technological
advances ,
				 the world’s
connection and

automation advanced,
exponentially

dramatically

changing
our 		
relationship

↑ Katie Bouman led development of a computer program
that made the breakthrough image of a black hole possible.
b e l o w ↓ Joan Greenbaum's Women's Page from Interupt,
a newsletter put out by The Computer People for Peace where
she served as member of the CPP steering committee and rotating
co-editor of the newsletter.
a b ov e

to the machine
and to our own
		human labor.
It advances
quickly
but also
empathetically,

always serving
living things

of the world

before taking
care of their
digital bodies. 			
					Computers

recognized that
our networks 			
			needed to be
programed 				
		empathetically
and justly.

↙ Katie Bouman speaking about her team's algorithm.
↑ The Horsehead Nebula first discovered in 1888 by
Scottish astronomer Williamina Fleming on a photographic plate
taken at the Harvard College Observatory.
left

a b ov e

No being
could deny
the success
of this
project. The
digital space
free from
surveillance,
strife and
moral decay,
was radically
expressive and
meaning-full.

The
results
began tospill

into real life.

Global economic
models changed.
Humans moved
to remove

historic borders

and identifiers
that were policing

organic bodies.
fa r l e f t ← The first page from the patent drawing for
the Calculating Machine of Caroline Winter from 1859.
c l o s e l e f t ← Christine Darden in the control room
of Nasa Langley’s Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel in 1975.
a b o v e ↑ The Harvard Computers.

We changed our
relationships to
each other but
the transition was
causing tension
as digital began to
dismantle systems
without a clear
design or program.
The world called
for new designs
and codes.
↑ e n i a c programming chart representing
the wiring set for an equation. It is visually similar to punched
card tabulating machines, but way bigger.
fa r r i g h t → The c o b o l punchcard.

a b ov e a n d r i g h t

They rang out across the
globe from the children to
the depths of the ocean's
creatures. They demanded
a new way, and the call
was to the computers.
They called for the
computers to sheppard
in the new world order.
Could they not program us
into a new way of living?

Now the Computers were
nearly half of the world’s
human population. The
rest of the population —
the philosophers,

the artists, the writers,
the musicians
and the lovers
— called
upon the computers
to program
a
world.

b e l o w ↓ The controls for the e n i a c Machine, the first digital
computer. The e n i ac Programmers were a team of six women:
Jean Jennings, Marlyn Wescoff, Ruth Lichterman, Betty Snyder,
Frances Bilas, and Kay McNulty.

new

Computers created
a perfect simulated
world within the
machine that could
simulate the effects of
software
upon world building
t
n
and limit its co rol
over changing our
physical networks 		
and relationships.

They tweaked it and
rolled out beta tests —
covered the world in

version history.

r i g h t → Williamina Fleming developed a common
designation system for stars and cataloged thousands
of stars and other astronomical phenomena.
r i g h t a b o v e ↗ Jean Jennings (left) and Frances Bilas
set up the e n i a c in 1946. Bilas is arranging the program
settings on the Master Programmer.

This model was
recognized as the
most successful
project known to
the organisms —
humanities

							fluid
design.

And the World

began anew.

↑ Hedy Lamarr co-invented a technique during
World War II to prevent the jamming of radio-guided torpedoes.
Later this led to the technology that enables wifi, gps, and bluetooth.

a b ov e
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input
+ code
= reality
If we could resolve our creative impulses as series of logical
decisions, we could code them. Yet, subjectivity is embedded
in the social system like code itself. Its manipulation therefore
is crucial to effective programming and an understanding
of ideological processes.
If both humans and machines are conceived as coded
devices, the computer programmer works in a tradition of
a bricoleur in the assemblage and hacking of code, rearranging
its structural elements. Coding is the ability to make
judgements and render those as logic; for programming has
always been about solving problems using logic. If we could
resolve our creative impulses as series of logical decisions,
we could code them. Yet, subjectivity is embedded in the social
system like code itself. Its manipulation therefore is crucial
to effective programming and an understanding of ideological
processes. Adrian Ward and Geoff Cox Ma, The Authorship
of Generative Art.
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Machine Vision applied to the public realm is facilitated
through algorithms. What does an algorithm have
to do with vision? Algorithms are input (data) +
code = output. The input that we supply them are
representations of past and present language and
visuals. Because our society has never overcome
inequality, racism, and sexism — a matrix of
oppression is embedded in our networks. Algorithms
however present themselves as neutral, unbiased,
and magical. Software obfuscates our relationship
to the machine, impairing our ability to see the
technology for what it is, a relic of oppressive systems
all frankensteined together.1
The input of an algorithm is the large dataset
we train the computer on to create a model that it
can use to generate its own output automatically.
The input will produce the output, but what if that
input is biased?

Unfortunately most of what we input is biased
because there are very few options for what we
use to train our models and they are being curated
by homogenous technocrats. This has enormous
implications in the future of democracy, policing,
reality, visual culture, and our autonomy as we move
to automate larger parts of daily life and visual
culture. ImageNet is one of the earliest databases
of sorted and tagged images used to train machine
vision. For example if you download the database
“cat” you will receive just over 1,800 photos of cats
that you can input into an algorithm to teach them
to recognize cats in photos — and now even generate
a new images of a cat. This too has enormous
implications on our vision… especially when your
data is biased.

Famously, the Enron Corpus is one of the largest
databases used as training data for generative
natural language. Early computation and models
of language have been shaped by that very specific
subgroup, the top 168 enron executives facing
charges of white collar crime.2
Ideology’s ultimate trick has always been to
present itself as objective truth, to present historical
conditions as eternal, and to present political
formations as natural. Because image operations
function on an invisible plane and are not dependent
on a human seeing-subject (and are therefore
not as obviously ideological as giant paintings of
Napoleon) they are harder to recognize for what they
are: immensely powerful levers of social regulation
that serve specific race and class interests while
presenting themselves as objective.
The invisible world of images isn’t simply an
alternative taxonomy of visuality. It is an active,
cunning, exercise of power, one ideally suited to
molecular police and market operations–one designed
to insert its tendrils into ever-smaller slices of
everyday life. Trevor Paglen, Invisible Images
(Your Pictures Are Looking at You).
How do we speculatively think about redesigning
the inputs and opening that up to others to
implement their own? Should we be applying the
theories of localization to our algorithms? Large
adaptive systems require contributions from larger
and more diverse sets of architects. If it is impossible
to undo the structure and rebuild it, how do we work
within the confines of the existing network to open
it up more to be forked and altered?
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1.

Dr. Wendy Chun was the Professor and Chair of Modern
Culture and Media at Brown University last year.
I'm highly influenced by her writing. She is a genius.
She calls the interface casually magical, which I adore.
Her research spans the fields of digital media, new
media, software studies, comparative media studies,
critical race studies, and critical theory.

2.

If you think there might be significant biases embedded
in emails sent among employees of [a] Texas oil-and-gas
company that collapsed under federal investigation
for fraud stemming from systemic, institutionalized
unethical culture, you’d be right... The Enron emails
are simply not representative—not geographically, not
socioeconomically, not even in terms of race or gender...
And yet [they] remain a go-to dataset for training
AI systems. Amanda Levendowski, How Copyright Law
can Fix Artificial Intelligence’s Implicit Bias Problem.
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Technologies, and the companies that employ
them, have displaced a large amount of labor and
the economy. “Cashier” is reported as the second
most common job in America. Jeff Bezo’s net worth
gains from his employee-less store has taken human
paychecks and delivered them straight to Jeff Bezos’s
net worth. How did we allow this to happen?
There is hidden labor required in all of the
processes of automation, software and the interface
has again hidden these processes.
But what if we instead create inputs that
speculate on the values and forms we wish to see in
the future, that resist reductive representation and
the singular vision. That is instead co-designed to
reflect our communities values. Most of the human
labor required to automate is being extracted
from our mere occupying of digital space. The
manipulation of this data is exploitive, our own labor
has been turned upon us to persuade new actions
and dictate our movements in physical space.
As designers with growing awareness of these
broader systems, we have goals and methodologies
defined by the evolutionary and environmental inputs
from our biological and societal contexts. But machines
with emergent intelligence have discernibly different
goals and methodologies. As we introduce machines
into the system, they will not only augment individual
humans, but they will also—and more importantly—
augment complex systems as a whole...Instead of trying
to control or design or even understand systems, it is
more important to design systems that participate as
responsible, aware and robust elements of even more
complex systems. And we must question and adapt
our own purpose and sensibilities as designers and
components of the system for a much more humble
approach: Humility over Control. Joichi Ito, Resisting
Reduction: A Manifesto.

this website is...
My favorite aspect of websites is their duality: they’re both subject
and object at once. In other words, a website creator becomes both
author and architect simultaneously. There are endless possibilities
as to what a website could be. What kind of room is a website? Or is
a website more like a house? A boat? A cloud? A garden? A puddle?
Laurel Schwulst, My website is a shifting house next to a river
of knowledge. What could yours be?
This is my website. I made it a house to sit upon my desk after
reading Laurel’s essay. The Raspberry Pi inside is hosting all of the
files for the website and all of my other web projects. Instead of all
of the files existing on centralized servers or other platforms, the
files exist on my little computer. When people visit my sites they help
host the files on their computers as well, helping the site run faster.
The site is sustained by itself and the community I share it with.
I’ve written all the code, and it’s available openly because of the
way this website is being seeded across the decentralized network.
To access you will
need this browser:
beakerbrowser.com
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ImageNet Woman
This project, ImageNet: Woman, investigates the bias I found in the
taxonomy of ImageNets database, before I even started looking at
the images used to train machine learning. The website contains a
short poem and then cycles through all of the sub-categories in place
under the larger category of woman. The results are disturbing
and speak for themselves. This is a very large dataset that is in use
constantly to build our visual world.

ImageNet:Woman

ImageNet:Woman

ImageNet:Woman

ImageNet:Woman

ImageNet:Woman

ImageNet:Woman

ImageNet:Woman
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Herland, the live stream
The Sims Game Assets and Live Stream Documentation on Twitch.tv;
Twitch.tv has been long established as a platform to stream
yourself gaming live and interacting with an audience of viewers.
After experimenting on the platform, exploring different streamers
and communities, I found the objectification and sexualization of
women in the games and twitch community to be almost universally
problematic. I realized that I could utilize being a gamer myself
to insert feminism into the platform.
Using The Sims 4, I have been live streaming my building of a
Utopian World called Herland, a nod to Charlotte Perkins Gillman’s
novel of the same name. While streaming I overlay feminist Wikipedia
articles, transcribing the articles into the metadata of the part of
the world I am building currently. Viewers can chat with me or just
watch the stream.
When I finish building a certain part of the world or character,
I upload the asset to share with the community, allowing others to
download and further distribute the work. The work here was a
live stream but I have also created an video database of hours of
my online gaming that I will continue to work with.
A problem that I discovered though is inside of the game’s
software itself. The simulation game has coded interactions that
don’t allow for me to create my simulated utopia because the
architecture of the game isn’t editable. The only solution would
be for me to code a new game.
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Women of ImageNet
Painting as an Adversarial Network with images from
the ImageNet corpus, Digital Paintings, 2018.
Using the same methodology as a Generative Adversarial
Network (gans) for image making, I explored new ways of creating
a representative image of womxn that resists definition in favor
of something more amorphous and fuzzy. ImageNet is one of
the largest datasets of training images for machine learning.
The corpus has a very limited and biased understanding of gender.
The images have embedded this bias and binary into our algorithms,
impacting our realities as digital space moves fluidly into physical.
The process of creating these images consisted of layering
and blurring portraits from the image dataset on top of each other.
I thought about it as an analog way of reproducing the process
of the gan model I was researching.
A generative adversarial network is a form of unsupervised
machine learning. Two neural networks contest with each other
in a zero-sum game framework. The generative network generates
images while the discriminative network evaluates them. This
technique can generate photographs that look at least superficially
authentic to human observers, having many realistic characteristics.
wikipedia/Generative_adversarial_network

California City
Pitch for development of a Opt-in Voluntary Nation
and Virtual World embedded into Cyptocurrency.
Modernist planned cities seem to emerge out of Utopian ether.
In my opinion, so does cryptocurrency. While I was continuing my
research in world building and utopias, Bitcoin was peaking in price
and our political climate felt like it could descend us into anarchy
at any minute.
With this rise in crypto visibility, new applications of the
technology were also becoming public. BitNation is a startup
that I came across in my research. It markets itself as a "Frontier
Technology," enabling peer-2-peer (p2p) governance to create your
own virtual nations. Their White Paper reads like a technological
road map to dystopia. However, they were using similar language
that I use to talk about decentralization and virtual worlds
I wish to occupy. It was unsettling.
Talks of decentralization seem crowded with the same people
who designed the messy network we have today and I feel cynical at
times, like there isn't a way out of the mess we are in.
In reaction to how I felt I began making a virtual city on a
3d geolocated footprint downloaded from Google Maps. California
City is a failed Utopian planned city I found in California. I built on
top of the infustructure that lays abandoned.
Later on I made a website to contain an essay I wrote that
pitched my new opt-in nation, mimicking the structure and language
I had found researching start-ups like Bitnation. The essay has been
abridged for this zine form. I still can't tell if I'm serious or just joking,
the text ocilates back and forth in tone (utopian/dystopian). I'm
similarly conflicted on if we are going to get out of our big-data mess.

dreams unfulfilled...

Utopia is a malleable
and elastic concept…
Historian Russell Jacoby
posits two basic forms:
“blueprint utopianism,”
which is implicit in
the realization of a
government premised
on a utopian model; and
“iconoclastic utopianism,”
which, simply said, is the
need for the idea of utopia
to live in our imagination.
In the creative world,
many artists have striven
for utopian ideals while
working in collectives and
have articulated the need
for utopianism in less
tangible and, probably,
more successful ways.
Vivien Greene,
Utopia/Dystopia.

California City began development in the 1950s
with the highest of aspirations. It was the product
of the post-war boom in development.
Nat Mendelsohn was a visionary, a 1920s
immigrant from Czechoslovakia turned sociology
professor specializing in rural land use during the
war. He had experimented successfully before with
repopulating rural infrastructure, notably Arlanza
Village, an abandoned Army industrial park.
California City however had unique obstacles
that distinguish it from earlier projects. The
biggest being that the City is far out in the desert
and not reasonably close to any highway access or
amenities that would draw new inhabitants. This
did not stop Mendelsohn from betting on his city
and beginning to literally pave the way... he made
all the roads. The town has tens of thousands
of quarter-acre plots and hundreds of miles of
gridded infrastructure waiting for development.
But nobody ever came. California City
remains the third largest city in California but
one of the least densely populated. The land
remains undeveloped and bare, infrastructure
beginning to crumble in the heat and sand of
the desert. More recently the long drought
of California has dried up the wells and water
supply. The reality is that Mendelsohn’s Utopian
vision, will remain unfulfilled.1
1. I'm sure I just copy and pasted most of these facts from Wikipedia.

A phase change is coming. Virtual communities are
in their ascendancy, displacing conventional notions
of nationhood. Geographic proximity is no longer as
important as it once was. Timothy C. May,
Crypto Anarchy and Virtual Communities

California City, the third largest
city in California, was placed in the
center of the Mojave dessert in 				
close proximity to LA.
Built from the dream of
a single man, 		
this Utopia that was
		never fully
			realized.
Today we are seeking
a completion of that vision, 		
				one that honors
the technological
and inventive spirit of California.

Become
a Piece of
Utopia

The internet has cast itself as
a technocratic Utopian endeavor,
a space of infinite possibilities
and communities.
		

But is this true still?

This speculative virtual space allows
us to collectively co-create
a new Utopia of the imagination
in an era fraught with political
and cultural strife and large
corporations impeding on our rights.

The future of California City,
uninhabitable realistically,
could be inhabited
virtually. From the 		
		geographic footprint
			 and original plots of
California City, we can begin to develop a
virtual city where governance is put back into
the hands of the citizens.
The purchase of a Case Study House,
allows you to begin to build a
speculative online community
with likeminded
			“visionaries.”
					Each individual home is
modeled after one of the 33 commissioned
		 case study houses
						— yet another
speculative Utopian project
based in California.
After 400 years of increasingly centralized
governance,the technological revolution is
			 making opt-in governance a reality.
But what would that look like
		 and can we find new models
of online 			
			 citizenship that allow us
to own our data
and retain our right to privacy?

Virtual Society
& Governance
When you are
a citizen of
California City
you have access
to forums to hypothesize
and co-form our new
governing body.
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California City will become
		 a decentralized and
voluntary city.
		 After opting-in to citizenship
you will receive your own
Case Study House
			 set on a plot 		
		of land
within the virtual
city limits. In essence,
you will be the owner
of a unique,
		geo-located
				virtual
				home.
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We will draft
a manifesto 						
together and 								
search
				for
				solutions through
				the peer-2-peer web.

This forum for speculative solutions could
potentially influence technology and web
organizing to come.
		 Let’s look to the future together
and craft a new
Utopian Gaze of collective thought.

Each quarter-acre plot of land will
be virtually developed with one of the 				
			 36 Case Study Houses.
These speculative designs were
commissioned from 1945–1966
by Arts and Architecture Magazine.
The homes speculated
		 on how to create inexpensive
and efficient residential homes
that could be developed in the
		the housing
				boom resulting from
		 millions of WWII
							soldiers
					returning home.
Postwar California was filled
				with optimism

Case
Study
Houses

and virtuoso... and we can be too...........
....
The Case Study Houses embody
these characteristics and seek to bring
the virtues of clean,
		 well-ordered, healthy and
prosperous lifestyles to the masses.

Complete multiple
						failed

Utopian dreams
and own
a unique piece
					of art that

The emancipatory potential of utopias is thus
precisely not to be found on the level of representation
(in the degree to which they model more or less
ideal societies), but rather on the level of discursive
practice, a practice that Jameson has called “postrepresentational.” Defined in terms of “process […]
enunciation, productivity,” such texts undermine the
reified concept of the text as a product to be consumed
as is and force us to think critically not only abou
what we think, but how we have learned to think it...
Angelika Bammer, Feminism and Utopianism in the 1970s.

celebrates the Californian visionary
in the most
				 California way possible...
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Bridging the gap between art, code and language
has made Allison a prolific and active maker in many
communities. She uses automation to create chance
moments of meaning through defamiliarization
of language. She likens this exploration of the
unfamiliar to deploying a probe into space or
wandering the dessert in search for an oasis.
She believes bots and automation can work
with language in ways that humans cannot because
we are too familiar, so close to it we can’t see the
other possibilities.
Inspired by her work, over the summer of
2018 began learning Python to work with Natural
Language Processing in the field of machine
learning. I also took Allison's class at School for
Poetic Computation where she taught me how to
make a predictive keyboard.pg 170 We sat down in
her office at ITP within NYU's campus to talk about
her work, metaphors and language.
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Find her full list of works at
decontextualize.com ↗

ius ng co
interview

Allison is a computer programmer, poet, educator
and game designer whose teaching and practice
address the unusual phenomena that blossom
when language and computers meet, with a
focus on artificial intelligence and computational
creativity. She is an Assistant Arts Professor at
NYU's Interactive Telecommunications Program,
where she earned her master's degree in 2008.
Named "Best Maker of Poetry Bots" by
the Village Voice in 2016, Allison's computergenerated poetry has recently been published
in Ninth Letter and Vetch. She is the author of
@Everyword: The Book (Instar, 2015), which collects
the output of her popular long-term automated
writing project that tweeted every word in the
English language. Her first full-length book
of computer-generated poetry, Articulations,
was published by Counterpath in 2018.
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You use the Voyager as a parallel metaphor to how you’d want to
explore the boundaries of our language. To go into the less familiar
— to sort out meaning and using code and programming — using
a machine to help us explore the boundaries of what we create
meaning out of. I was wondering if you could to expand on that?

Allison Parrish Why do people
find some kinds of language okay,
and then some kinds of language
repulsive and impossible to
approach. The language you may
think is okay, from many people's
perspectives is doing exactly the
same thing as that other form of
language. It's all formative words
or letters in order.
Given that there's some
language we think is fine and some
language that we think is a danger
to us, how do we engage?
We don't necessarily know
where the hospitable pockets of
language are. We know the stuff
that's along the path and we usually
walk, but there might be good stuff
off to the side that we just don't
know about.

You use the vectors of words in ways that seem to
spatialize language. Which is a new taxonomy to me,
I've never thought about language in vector space.
It opens up and triangulates language, to spatialize
it in relationship to itself.

AP So that idea of taking discrete phenomenon and
representing them as vectors is an extremely common
thing in machine learning. It's much easier to work with
a coordinate in space, represented as a big long number,
to train in machine learning than single discreet tokens.
The idea of doing their vector representation of words
goes back to the 1950s at least. Back then people were
making like a lists of words and then like putting out a
plus or a minus next to the word; If it was like an animal,
is it big or small, is it was edible. They would make these
lists by hand, converting those pluses and minuses into
numbers for the purpose of seeing if there were similar.
These models are much more sophisticated now.
Have you seen the gan models [for generating
images]? That's the same underlying idea, each one of
those pictures is represented by a point in space and
then as you move through this space, sample points
in space around that central point to get things that
are similar looking. I wasn't specifically thinking of this
particular way of exploring the space, but that's one
way. If you give every identity in your data set, sentences
or words or whatever, a point in space, then you can
explore it. I like seeing all the things that are similar to
each other in the same area.
Of course this isn't the only way that you can think
of using computers to explore language. Let's just come
up with new combinations of things, putting things
together in new ways and see what happens.

In the periphery?

AP Well not the periphery. If you're just walking
through the desert, there might be an oasis on either
side or just over the horizon. But you don't want to go
there because you have to get through the desert first.
That's another metaphor. But the closest analogy for
this is human exploration in general.
When it becomes apparent that there are
places to explore where we can't go, we invent
machines to do that.
Like a machine vision? I feel like even a telescope
is something we've create a look a little bit further.

AP So that was the metaphor behind it. To extend
and we say human exploration works like this and we've
been able to explore this "good" language through our
own poetic means, how do we get to that next step
of knowing what all of language is actually like, what
all of this "space" is like, not just the part that we are
habituated to. One way to do that is to invent machines
that explore that space. All of the different ways for
arranging words that wouldn't normally occur to us.
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I love your relationship to open source. You record
everything with essayist documentation which
brings everyone along with. You combine language,
computer science, the code — but also your own
narrative, and how you've gone through it. Could you
expand a little bit on why you do that? I think it's so
important, it also grows community. You are acting
as like a computer science communicator, and it's
very generous.

AP The thing that I've tried to do specifically, is to
make connections to the literary and arts world a
little bit more. Machine learning that is open source
gets you to a particular point. Going from when the
engineers are done with it, how do we contextualize
code for people working in the arts or design to turn
that code into something that is not just reusing, but
to have enough of a grasp on the important underlying
technical issues so that then they can be creative.

AP Specifically as a professor here [ITP at NYU] we
make our material publicly accessible to the world.
A better example of this is Dan Shiffman whose offices
are here. He's a youtube celebrity. And I think a lot of
this spirit I got from Dan Shiffman. He taught me when
I was a student here and I took all of his classes because
he's an amazing teacher. I think that's one of the great
things about this particular institution and is the focus
that we have on pedagogy, especially with the technical
material, there is a big emphasis on trying to make it as
accessible as possible.
I prefer using all open source software as much
as possible. In fact, pretty much exclusively. Flash
or example was huge here at ITP. It was really big in
the electronic literature field and now it just simply
does not exist. Now all of the effort that was put into
teaching materials, artists tools, and community are
just thrown out the window. Now I've focused on open
source, non-commercial, non-proprietary software and
trying to teach techniques that are going to have some
staying power. This is really difficult in the context of
machine learning right now because everything is going
so fast. Every two weeks or so, something comes out
that claims to invalidate everything that came before.
I want to make the best possible materials for my
students and also the materials I can be confident
next year I'll still be able to teach it.

To be able to empower those who want access...
I think about emerging technology being developed
by the military or other engineers until it is released
to us. Is it this subversion that happens to the code
by artists and designers and writers that creates
large shifts in culture. Do the arts expand out what
we can do with computer science?

AP The danger of that narrative is that it turns
into Facebook — a thing that I get concerned about
with this through line. This applies to a lot of Google
machine learning projects — they're trying to make
the technology seem less dangerous or less invasive
by showing whimsical applications. How do you make
applications of these technologies that are not just
there to demonstrate their capabilities; but to give
artists and poets, tools to do the important work of
art and poetry and design — which is to smash stuff.
Smash what we know?

AP Even more directly, I think that if your art is good,
it's contributing to changing the status quo. And I think
if these technologies — even though they're mostly all
designed with the idea of surveillance and capitalist
rent seeking in mind — do have the potential to be
turned towards doing other work.

The way that you publish, release, and work with
technology is a practice towards a more ethical use
of technology. Do you see your work as political?

AP In a round about way. It's a difficult question to
answer because it's not direct action. It's not political
organizing. It's not doing any on the ground work. I think
when you are making claim that your work is political,
it's making a claim on that type of work. Which does a
disservice to the people who are actually doing that
work. There is no art that can substitute for driving
women across state lines to get an abortion. Art can't
do that. It also does a disservice to artists because like
their work also is important and also has an impact on
society. The main modality for politics in my work is to
try to take apart language in order to show arbitrary it
is and the different ways that it could be.
There's a quote by Nitsche that goes something
like, "How can we destroy God if we still believe in
grammar?" It's a good quote because it shows how
systems of power in society are aligned to the systems
of power and structure in language. The work of
exploring language is also the work of exploring
different ways the world can be. I encourage my
students to not just make things that are amusing or
pretty — although amusement and prettiness are both
also political — but to specifically think about how to
identify systems of power, identify the linguistic reflexes
of those systems and think about how those could be
questioned. The question of access like plays into that.

The way that computers are now — commutation,
and distribution have been reduced to our phones.
We have this opening from ~1998 – 2010 or thereabouts,
when people have computers and they were devices for
creation. If you had a computer, then you instantly had
access to everything that you needed to be a creator.
Now our devices are much more locked down than they
used to be. It's not a prerequisite of using the computer
that you learn technical concepts — which is good
from one perspective but from another perspective
it's like having a whole generation of car users that
don't even know what a tire is. For me it's a deep
metaphor; it's not just being able to fix the engine, it's
not even understanding that a car does what it does.
Not even being able to look out the window or hear
the wheel turning. I don't know how to drive so I've just
complicated this metaphor.
This is a hilarious metaphor to use as a non-driver.

AP This is kind of unpopular among even my peers
here but I feel like it should be a little difficult to use
a computer. Using the computer should immediately
present you with all of the affordances of computation.
It should be easier, but not simpler.
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AP Sure, for me this was one of this projects that
was entirely aesthetically driven. On standardized tests
as a kid, the lowest score that I would get would be on
reading comprehension. When I'm reading I hyper focus
on the words that are in front of me only later go back
and make connections. I don't know if this is just a bad
habit, if it says something about my brain or if it's just
what I prefer. Often when I'm reading novels or fiction,
my favorite part of the novel is the long descriptions
of things. It's where authors always give themselves
permission to be a little bit purple, a little bit florid.
That's my favorite kind of writing. I really love surrealists
writing specifically for that reason because it's just
about connected beautiful sentences that are loosely
connected. That's basically all I want from fiction.
Our Arrival is an attempt to recapitulate that
aesthetic. I think that's what computer generated
artists that focus on computational whole generation
do — to explore why you have this aesthetic preference,
you try to reproduce the rules that create that
aesthetic. So that's what the project was, just really
long florid descriptions of things.

A0 I love it.
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sentences from Project Gutenberg that don't
look like they have any proper-nouns in them
and then swap out portions of the sentences
so that it is a slightly askew
Put them into random order
add a little bit of light framing to it so
that there's a sense of forward momentum
and then it's done.

empty

1

.

infinite

It's feminist to cite your sources and feminist to
share. Being careful about language and knowing
where it's coming from — I would love to see that
expanding out into our platforms, where we can
take control back of the data source.

AP So how do we make those? The answer was;
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AP Well let's expand a little bit more from Corpus
design to include data collection, which is essentially
what making a corpus is. I think this is the primary
concern of our society now. A company like Facebook
exists to make a corpus of its particular data set —
everyone's thoughts. That's part of the reason that it is
important as artists, poets and designers to be explicit
about data sources. The rhetoric or Facebook is to
erase it, to make it seem like the data just exists and
that it hasn't been coerced from you. Which it has been,
Facebook is extracting it from us and then the saying
that it's nothing.
It's also a practical consideration for my work
that has no copyright attached to it, so I can use the
corpus and not worry about accidentally reusing
somebody else's words that they didn't want to be
reused in certain ways. I try to emphasize to be careful
about your data, being explicit about it, always talk
about how you came across your data and think about,
and think about whether or not you have the right
to use that data.

I wanted to ask you about a specific book of yours
that is my favorite, Our Arrival. I haven't found
much documentation of you talking about it.
It feels posthuman, but in a way that's really
grounded in human language. It's like a disembodied
narrative. If you could talk more about that work
because it's been fascinating for me for so long and I
would love to hear more from your perspective
if you feel like sharing.

weird

You also do a lot of corpus design which is one of the
tools we can us to take control of the input. Not just
like the algorithm or the code, but also the input as
a way to world build or shape. Thats one of a black
box things — that we can't see the data that is being
fed into code. Do you feel like there is a chance that
corpus design will have a larger role in society,
or how we understand the inputs will?

.

Predictive Keyboards
Donna Harraway ,
Cyborg Manifesto
rewrites
Frank Lloyd Wright ,
Manifesto for apprentices.

This previous Summer, I began the process of learning the
programming language Python so I could experiement with Natural
Language Processing in Machine Learning. I produced these texts
after taking Allison Parrish's class during the summer at School for
Poetic Computation.
In her course I learned how to train a predictive keyboard with
the different texts. We are constantly using predictive keyboards
on our phones, words pop up to aid in our finishing of text messages
faster. But these words are suggested based on a dataset we can't
see and can't control.
In the following rewritings I switched out the dataset to
experiment on how this process could become one of co-authorship
within my own texts. I used these new keyboards to rewrite
modernist architecture manifestos. The texts hold the structure
of the manifesto but are infused with the language of feminist writers.

1 An imagination ego will
unmask naturalistic coding.
2 An eye to face Death.
3 A heart implant in the
languages of development.
4 Courage against
self-knowledge.
5 The sense that machine
and organism are
coded texts.

Writing aided by a predictive
keyboard trained on Donna
Harraway’s, Cyborg Manifesto.

6 Appreciation of women's
movements to construct
inter-woven subjects.
7 Fertility of colour.
8 Capacity of oppositional
consciousness.
9 Disregard body
and political realms.
10 Instinctive cyborg
semiologies.

Architect Frank Lloyd Wright’s manifesto for his apprentices:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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An honest ego in a healthy body.
An eye to see nature.
A heart to feel nature.
Courage to follow nature.
The sense of proportion (humor).
Appreciation of work as idea and
idea as work.
Fertility of imagination.
Capacity for faith and rebellion.
Disregard for commonplace
(inorganic) elegance.
Instinctive cooperation.

← This manifesto is written and produced by
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright in order to help guide
the apprentices who worked with him at his school.
This manifesto acted as a set of fellowship assets that
helped the students to learn and understand the way
in which FLW worked and saw his concepts and designs
fall in place within his landscape. :(
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Generative Language
& Landscapes in Unity
In Spring of 2019 I began working with Victoria Xu, a Computer
Science student at Brown University. Together we explored creating
generative landscapes in Unity. We began by using my bank of
3d scans taken of the Edna W. Lawrence Natural History Collection
at risd . We later moved into creating these generative landscapes
with language. The 3d forms were textured and skinned with
textures I've collected while exploring Second Life.
Apophenia is the tendency to see patterns, connections,
and meanings among unconnected, random information or data.
An interactive projection creates a collaborative digital painting
from participants’ movements. A sensor translates gesture to
gravitational force — moving and tracing words across a virtual
landscape. The traced landscape is a unique composition on each
view, embracing our own subjectivity. The words were chosen from
language used in Hito Steyerl’s essay, A Sea of Data.
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floor lamp Plant Holder,
philip johnson Annaka Olsen.
USA, c. 1953 2018.
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The Poetics of Augmented Space
Screens have made their way into our physical
intimate spaces. More interestingly though,
the digital has given way to new invented
intimate spaces we can inhabit online. I think
what is important about this in relationship
to graphic design is that it opens up a new
way of thinking about design. Design could
be the design of a corpus or dataset to feed
an algorithm, or the design of the algorithm
itself. Both generate visual culture. The following
pages show the short generated texts and
the result of an algorithm tasked with making
representational images from those texts.
I think of these as ephemeral paintings and
poetic language. I think they are also useful
to demo the hidden labor of machine learning
and to communicate it's potential for biased
design or authorship.

For the last year I’ve been working after Bachelard's text,
The Poetics of Space, to hypothesize about the resulting changes
our intimate space underwent when digital technologies became
integrated into our homes. We have brought the network into
our rooms, the internet of things becoming prosthetics of space.
We allow them to alter our vision of the world and each other.
I’ve been thinking about this project as a way to change the
inputs of our digital culture “algorithms” in an attempt to think about
localizing or being able to find a way to get more transparency and
autonomy back from algorithmic culture. Generative, predictive text
is being served to you across all your devices but we don't know from
where it comes from or whose labor is being exploited.
I began by commissioning Amazon Turk workers to write
poetically about certain areas of their homes that Bachelard
elaborates upon. This task led to the accumulation of 500 unique
pieces of writing. I haven’t read them—instead I’ve used the texts
as input for computational programs of my own design. In each
experiment, I hope to come closer to revealing something about
how we view our spaces 60 years after Bachelard's initial publishing,
when homes are both node and oasis—hyper-connected, surveilled—
yet still our own, with our own unique ip address.
Amazon Turk workers have a unique perspective upon this
area as they're the hidden labor accumulates the data sets that
engineers use to train the machine. Their homes, though worldwide,
have a similar condition, digital connectivity. A corpus is what we use
as a data set in natural language processing and machine learning.
Changing the corpus will change the results of your algorithms.
The authorship of the short texts lies between the python
libraries, myself, and the corpus of 500 writings. The authorship of
the images lies between the text and the image generating model
asked to draw what the text describes. This algorithm1 was trained
on coco , an object detection and captioning dataset. The text
creates surreal images that resist representation.

AttnGAN library accessed with interface designed by
Cris Valenzuela. AttnGAN: Fine-Grained Text to Image
Generation with Attentional Generative Adversarial
Networks was engineered by Tao Xu, Pengchuan
Zhang, Qiuyuan Huang, Han Zhang, Zhe Gan, Xiaolei
Huang, and Xiaodong He.
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Pillows woven
with the
ephemeral thread
of thoughts.

It contains a
few sharp things
like scissors
and a jig.

My mind felt
only tiny words.

Our smell seen.

My books gone,
my roof gone.

Noble
family
gone.

Smallest stars
escaped.

Favorite rains
painted my
face lost.

My now
split parents,
my brother
and me.

Warm memories
protected,
my table dented.

Quiet world
settled, long
laughter caught.

My memory knit.
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My refuge,
my roost.

But I cherish you.

Our yearning.

Various sun lost,
my laughter ahead.

Baby collected
liquid, light
ephemeral.

Fireflies
appreciated
our lawn.

Cold secrets hurt.

Imagination
lost it’s eyes.

Leave me safe
in my bed.

My junk
told which
community
replaced.

New baby
thrown.

Mossy,
special forest.
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I warm
treasures
flown.

Grateful
dreams
identified.

Shiny sound
served my
nightfall invaded.

My view moved.

Age designed
my happiness.

Old teeth faded.

It hears and sees
everything.

Mom says,
wake up baby,
wake up.

My wine
made high
hazards
forgotten.

Hot happiness
written, funny
day fallen.

Great roof built,
sweet home
required my
everything.

My bird collected.
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Your nails stick
out askew and
keep you ajar.

When it rains,
we are dry.

Our two
bedroom
apartment.

Baby collected
liquid light.

Silly nights,
ordinary clothes.

Siren secrets
and pleasures.

You hold me, keep
me comfortable.

Bedroom calls,
the luxuries
beckon.

Our mother
held our gaze.

Normal
names
removed.

New
wonders
lost.

My fingerprints
filled.
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Abusurdist Quarterly
This publication, was conceived to be released at the end of each
financial quarter, weaving together a daily timeline of actions by the
Trump administration with acts absurdist theatre. The medium used
is a large format broadsheet in newsprint; resembling a newspaper,
it’s timeline mirroring an endless ticker of events and updates.
Wikipedia, a platform of information that is sustained with
collective effort of accumulation and editing, was used as the source
of the administrations timeline since inauguration. Wikipedia
frequently appears in my work as I favor the open source work
of multiple authors, this pairing to influence the audience
understanding of my feelings about publishing and authorship.
Absurdist Revisions also uses text unarchived from a period
of play writing developed after the horrors of the first world war.
Critic Martin Essin coined the movement in his 1962 essay Theatre
of the Absurd. He writes, The Theatre of the Absurd attacks the
comfortable certainties of religious or political orthodoxy. It aims
to shock its audience out of complacency, to bring it face to face with
the harsh facts of the human situation as these writers see it.
The text in the first issue includes Act I of Genet’s The Balcony
and a collectively compiled wikipedia list of the White House events
from inauguration day until the end of the first financial quarter.
Footnotes are pulled and cross referenced in both texts to create
a dialogue between the content. Taken out of original historic
context, my hope is that the audience allows both the play and our
current political moment to take on new meaning and perspective.
The typographic play mirrors the tone and chaotic nature
of the narrative. Besides my own editors forward, no additional
texts are added.
I was unable to ever make another copy because of the
emotional toll and endurance it took to produce the first time
around — meticulously reading the timeline of Trump presidency
was exhausting. Multiple times I have attempted to find a way to
automate this process but I think that would feel like the piece was
emptied out of the impact it had on me and render it meaningless.
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Here there’s no
possibility of
doing evil.

You live in evil.
In the absence of remorse.
How could you do evil?
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Play, Practice,
Prototype, Critique.
Publication suite to accompany the 2018 Graphic Design
Triennial at Rhode Island School of Design. Made in collaboration
with Olivia de Salve Villedieu, Joel Kern, and Goeun Park.
This publication included a catalogue and four newsprint
posters. These works were wrapped in the curatorial statement
and housed in a large ziplock bag filled with shiny black and white
confetti. With the design, we were interested in questioning existing
formal design structures and hierarchy. The first page of the
catalogue starts on the cover; the centerfold becomes the cover.
The design of the entries in the catalogue mimic the Excel
sheet we used to datamerge, a script that automatically places
this text into our InDesign document. The entire publication is set
in 22 point Graphik Medium (without italics). As we pushed against
normative hierarchies, we discovered that it did not remove them,
but instead, introduced new and unconventional ways of creating
hierarchy. Olivia de Salve Villedieu, Body of Work.
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Distress Flags...
Distress-Flags, Urgent Publishing of a distress flag to be shared.
Designed on October 6, 2018 — the day that the senate
confirmed the nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court.
We believe and hear Dr. Chirstine Blasey Ford.
Find them on Github ↗
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our work?

Everyday life has become a performance; a careful
art to avoid cracks showing in our façades. An
election result that we didn’t see coming, revealed a
deep underbelly of ongoing American assaults upon
the bodies of poc, womxn, immigrants, the LQBTQ+
communities. We are in the midst of a crisis. How can
a world so networked and connected not have the
ability to see the humanity of others? If you know
your outrage won’t reach outside of your algorithmic
community, why bother with virtually soapboxing
anything... it gets tiring yelling into a hall of mirrors.

I grew up on the internet, watching the world
change and not realizing how different it was really
becoming. Before Facebook, sites allowed pliable
code and customization. You could spend time
creating new templates and poking around with
early html and css. Software and code modifications
are something that I’ve engaged with my entire life.
Crafting my aesthetic through code.
Constant Dullart said in his Fall 2017 RISD
lecture that, ...if you look around the internet and
you don’t know what the product is, it’s you. Almost
all communications we have today are mediated
through a machine or a privately owned platform.
Each comes with a different set of rules and
problems. No platform is neutral and all are self
interested in their own survival and capital gain.
Communication is a minefield and there is no way
of knowing if when you are being subversively
targeted — but we have no doubts that we are.
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The hurdle we face today is not lack of skill, it's
depression. It's an alienation from our technical side,
and an exhaustion with our devices, that discourages
any hope of the new… We live in a world covered
in screens, where we can feel the internet and its
algorithms influencing us without our consent.
And yet, much of our online life feels frighteningly
inconsequential. Posting status updates feels like
shouting in the void. gigantic cultural moments seem
to rise up suddenly then disappear, overtaken by the
next round of horrific news; the online culture feels
depressed and restless with a seething temper. You
want to continually produce content to slow the
sensation that you're disappearing, but are afraid of
the reaction to anything you share. To make it worse,
these sites are used by enough of your friends, who
share enough of your feelings, that the sites themselves
feel massive and immovable, like your entire life is just a
village built at the base of their mountain.
When you feel profoundly influenced by the
internet, yet unable to make any meaningful influence
within it, an eerie feeling rises in you. It is as if there are
invisible agents surrounding you, engaged in politics
and power struggles far deeper than anything you can
comprehend. Your world is guided by an algorithmic
tangle that you know is there, but you don't know what
exactly it _is_. Zach Mandeville, The Future Will be
Technical: A modular essay about our optimistic future.

grow
th?

We’ve become accumulations of our data and
interactions online. Our platforms know exactly
what to serve for engagement — marketing
companies serve products disguised as content in
the service of capitalism. Now that we know this to
be true; does this change how we read our feeds and
streams? And how do we quantify what this constant
surveillance has had on our psyches.
Today more than ever, we need individuals rather
than corporations to guide the web’s future. The
web is called the web because its vitality depends on
just that—an interconnected web of individual nodes
breathing life into a vast network. This web needs to
actually work for people instead of being powered by
a small handful of big corporations—like Facebook/
Instagram, Twitter, and Google. Individuals can steer
the web back to its original architecture simply by
having a website. I think artists, in particular, could be
instrumental in this space—showing the world where
the web can go. Laurel Schwulst, My Website is
a shifting house next to a river of knowledge.
What could yours be?

our

Platforms we use daily aren't built to be editable
at their base — leaving us to live in digital systems
that probably don’t reflect our individual values
or morality.
It seems that each social platform has a
different proprietary, black box algorithm hiding
and revealing different information to each
individual user. Facebook’s public valuation is based
not upon the company earning potential but on
daily use by us — or basically based on its ability to
disseminate messages to the majority of the public,
and to do it so we are each individually served the
correct propaganda to influence our decisions.
It should come as no surprise that this is the perfect
platform to influence our political system.
Communication, collaboration, sharing,
resources, and community have been radically
changed as a result. Easy communication accelerated
and exacerbated the problem as we moved into
platforms we could no longer control, and lost
the need to be code literate. The newness and
immediacy of it all obscured its need for checks
and balances.

who will nuture
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Underneath my personal practice is a political
intention to replace the nihilism in which I once saw
refuge, with a charged optimism that comes from
community involvement. Owning our platforms and
designing them is a responsibility and opportunity
that can be performed by us all. Our platforms can
create community, amplify more voices and resist
the top down methods of governance. This will mean
smaller platforms but one’s that embrace community
care, self preservation and showing up to the room.
Marginalized communities have benefited from this
approach in physical and digital spaces, creating
new architectures to support or create refuge.
I look at in for inspiration in how womxn have
created communities within larger tech and gaming
spheres where trolling and harrasment can be
sometimes constant. I’m left to wonder why we have
not infused our digital platforms with some of these
structures for care.
Fan-Fiction communities have routinely lost
their archives as early digital writing platforms
have been shut down, their work has been lost.
When Geocities servers were deleted, all of the
user-created content went with it. This lead the
community to prioritize the building of their own
archival system and platform to protect the work.
An Archive of Our Own (AO3) was created by The
Organization of Transformative Works. This nonprofit, non-commercial group is comprised of
elected members of the community to help govern
and steer the platform to the interests of those who
occupy the archive and publish their work.

we will do it
If I had written an essay in 2006 about "the future
of fandom," I might have imagined a possible future
that looked very much like AO3—except I would
have considered it far out of reach. The idea that a
community of people could come together to create
among themselves both the infrastructure and the
code for an entirely new platform is remarkable—
but it is even more remarkable that this was a
community of mostly women, who are traditionally
underrepresented in computer science and even more
so in open-source development (Nafus 2012). Another
success of AO3 is that they didn't just build a platform;
they also built a batch of fan-coders because, as the
founders realized at the time: "we're going to have to
grow our own". Casey Fiesler, Owning the Servers:
A Design Fiction Exploring the Transformation of
Fandom into ‘Our Own.’

ourse

The Temporary Autonomous Zone is
“Utopian” in the sense that it envisions an
intensification of everyday life, or as the
Surrealists might have said, life’s penetration
by the Marvelous. But it cannot be utopian
in the actual meaning of the word, nowhere,
or NoPlace Place. The TAZ is somewhere. It
lies at the intersection of many forces, like
some pagan power-spot at the junction of
mysterious ley-lines, visible to the adept in
seemingly unrelated bits of terrain, landscape,
flows of air, water, animals. But now the lines
are not all etched in time and space. Some
of them exist only “within” the Web, even
though they also intersect with real times and
places. Perhaps some of the lines are “nonordinary” in the sense that no convention for
quantifying them exists. These lines might
better be studied in the light of chaos science
than of sociology, statistics, economics, etc.
The patterns of force which bring the TAZ into
being have something in common with those
chaotic “Strange Attractors” which exist, so
to speak, between the dimensions. Hakim Bey,
Temporary Autonmous Zones.

The World Wide Web just turned thirty and I’m
about to also. I can’t remember a time before this
accelerated digital landscape anymore. It feels
like I’ve been connected into a digital network my
entire life, but this year I began moving off the larger
platforms. Instead I have advocated for a kinder
web experience and a less connected one and one
that keeps it's ties to my own physicality. It doesn’t
make sense for my work to be shared with the entire
world, that is a kind of vulnerability and visibility I
am not comfortable with. Let’s break the code.
The labor of fostering community can’t be
done by corporations. It’s something that we need
to generously give our time to. They market large
platforms to us with lofty, utopian language but in
reality the software has exacerbated our lack of
control over the governing structures of our world.
Our reality is at stake here and our relationships
to each other. We need take our labor away from
corporate platforms and use it to create new
softer and more empathic spaces to occupy.

lves.
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The Graduate Exchange
Through involvement with the Graduate School Alliance at RISD,
I collaboratively helped develop and served at Party Guide (emcee)
for The Graduate Exchange. This experimental platform throws
an event each semester that showcases three artists within the
graduate community. The space was created from a need to create
and strengthen the community across disciplines. Often at RISD it
can be hard to connect with other majors because of our individual
tracks within the departments and the lack of access to each others
spaces. Once a semester, the graduate community comes together
for the graduate exchange to cross pollinate ideas and celebrate our
journey together. The platform creates a space to amplify individual
voices and celebrate diverse perspectives. Notably it is closed to
administrative staff and the rest of the institution. Photography
of the event has also been deliberately kept private and requires
consent to insure that the graduate community can feel protected
and safe within this space to express themselves sincerely.

a collaboration with
Steph Foster ↙
Wes Sanders ↗
Ramon Solis ↓
Elaine Lopez ↗
Ashlie Norris ←
Anna Albrecht →

Fork the guide to the event and
community code on Github. ↗
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artists featured
Mays Albaik ↗
Satpreet Kalhon ↖
Jarrett Key →
Arghavan Khosravi ↙
Yunha Lee →
Erick Medel ↖
Madison Russ ↗
June Yoon ↑
Armando Zamora →

The Graduate Exchange at RISD
The purpose of this document is to create a guide
to throwing this event within RISD that creates a
safe envoirnment for all types of expression and
criticism. We want the Graduate Exchange to benefit
the needs of the community. This document is open
to suggestions and writing from all memebers of the
Graduate community at RISD.
Photography/video recording policy
Do not photograph or video anyone at The
Graduate Exchange without their express
permission, sought in advance.
Wearing a NO PHOTO sticker:
Photographs never okay, don’t ask.
Citizen Code of Conduct
1. Purpose A primary goal of The Graduate
Exchange is to be inclusive to the largest number
of contributors, with the most varied and diverse
backgrounds possible. As such, we are committed
to providing a friendly, safe and welcoming
environment for all, regardless of gender, sexual
orientation, ability, ethnicity, socioeconomic status,
and religion (or lack thereof).
This code of conduct outlines our expectations
for all those who participate in our community.
We invite all those who participate in The
Graduate Exchange to help us create safe and
positive experiences for everyone.
2. Open RISD Citizenship A supplemental goal of this
Code of Conduct is to increase open RISD citizenship
by encouraging participants to recognize and
strengthen the relationships between our actions
and their effects on our community.
Communities mirror the societies in which they
exist and positive action is essential to counteract
the many forms of inequality and abuses of power
that exist in the institution.
If you see someone who is making an extra
effort to ensure our community is welcoming,
friendly, and encourages all participants to
contribute to the fullest extent, show them that
you appreciate their efforts.

3. Expected Behavior The following behaviors are
expected and requested of all community members:
→ Participate in an authentic and active way.
In doing so, you contribute to the health and
longevity of this community.
→ Exercise consideration and respect in your
speech and actions.
→ Collaboration not competition.
→ Refrain from demeaning, discriminatory
behavior and speech. Come from a place
of love and openess.
→ Be mindful of your surroundings and of your
fellow participants. Alert community members
if you notice a dangerous situation, or someone
in distress, even if they seem inconsequential.
→ Have someone's consent before touching them.
→ Mindful photography. Do not record without
permission.
4. Unacceptable Behavior The following behaviors
are unacceptable within our community:
→ Sexist, racist, homophobic, transphobic, ableist
or otherwise discriminatory jokes and language.
→ Posting other people's personally identifying
information and intelectual property.
→ Personal insults, particularly those related
to gender, sexual orientation, race, religion,
or disability.
→ Physical contact without consent.
→ Unwelcome sexual attention.
→ Disruption of community events, including
talks and presentations.
→ Anyone asked to stop unacceptable behavior
is expected to comply immediately.
5. Addressing Grievances within the institution
All persons have the right to dissent and share
their experiences without reprocutions as long as
they do not harm other members of the community.
We work to actively make those aware of ways the
institution have failed individual members of our
community in a way that moves towards productive
outcomes, even if that is primarily in the pursuit of
self care and/or protest.
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A Showcase+Tell by your very own, beautiful RISD grad
students. 					 Two beautiful humans wil guide your evening 		
				 experience, your psychic DJ & your joyful
Party Guide. Come get 		 							down and 			
listen to fel ow grads talk about their work, process and ideas.
Th is is no t a cr it ,
this is a celebration of the craft, effort and 				 care we all throw into this act
of becoming. The floor wil literal y evolve beneath your gorgeous
body into an autonomous zone for radical freedom and expression. It’s casual
and it’s kind. The GX is here to
connect you to your people
and the people that wil
become your people —
collaborators, 		
		support and
6. Scope We expect all community participants
to abide by this Code of Conduct in all community
venues—online and in-person— as well as in all
one-on-one communications pertaining to
community business.
This code of conduct and its related
procedures also applies to unacceptable behavior
occurring outside the scope of community activities
when such behavior has the potential to adversely
affect the safety and well-being of community
members.
7. License and attribution The orignal source of this
document format: Stumptown Syndicate under a
Creative Commons license, Django Code of Conduct
and the Geek Feminism Anti-Harassment Policy.
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joy & dissent:
Event thrown on January 23rd, 2019 to speculate and
experiment with creating platforms in community spaces.
Joy + Dissent : A Gathering of Providence’s Feminists & Witches
Nothing is more powerful and needed right now than
joy & dissent. This evening we gathered together to hear a variety
of writing, song, performance and soapboxing of strong feminist
voices within our community. Throughout history, feminist
assemblings have been viewed as a threat and dissent of the
“status quo.” This status quo continues to oppress us all.
Moving forward as a society, collaborative models and
feminist practices MUST be woven into our community structures.
We must care and look after one another.
Passionate, emotional and transformative collective joy
in our community can create radical dissent that can begin to
dismantle the matrix of oppression. To begin to achieve these
goals we came together as a community to celebrate our
vast identities and creative expressions.

Performers include
Mays Albaik ↗
Muggs Fogarty ↑
Grace Goodrich ↓
Joyce Kutty ↖
Theadora Walsh →
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